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the 'new woman' gender roles and urban modernism in ... - the ‘new woman’, gender roles and urban
modernism in interwar berlin and shanghai by carol schmid1 abstract during the interwar period, urban
modernism was connected to opposing ideals of womanhood. on the one hand, women’s participation in a
culture of leisure, consumption and gas mask parade: japan’s anxious modernism - gas mask parade:
japan’s anxious modernism gennifer weisenfeld modernism/modernity, volume 21, number 1, january 2014,
pp. 179-199 ... age and tending to the injured. the latter is my focus here. ... tokyo metropolitan government,
and the federation of tokyo metropolitan civilian defense corps jointly produced a series of enlightenment ...
kiyoji otsuji - takaishiigallery - “the 6th portfolio exhibition”, epsite gallery, tokyo, japan 1996 “light up
1953: new vision of art in the after-war period”, meguro museum of art, tokyo, japan 1995 “the age of
modernism”, tokyo metropolitan museum of photography, tokyo, japan 1994 “japanese experimental film &
video1955-1994”, kirin plaza osaka, osaka, japan kawada, k. cv aug 2018 - lparkerstephenson.nyc objects, faces and anti-narratives - rethinking modernism tokyo metropolitan museum of photography, tokyo,
japan works by 25 photographers in their 20's kiyosato museum of photographic arts, yamanashi, japan 1991
innovation in japanese photography in the 1960's tokyo metropolitan museum of photography, tokyo, japan
beyond japan: a photo theatre museum boijmans van beuningen sends exhibition to japan ... - ‘bvb
collections’ the museum offers exhibitions around themes such as the golden age, dutch design, surrealism,
classical modernism and contemporary art. ‘we offer high-quality exhibitions’ ... century masters is at the
tokyo metropolitan art museum from 18 april to 2 july 2017 and at the central city individual resources 09/02/16 - los angeles - central city individual resources - 09/02/16 ... to the commercial identity of little
tokyo. bunka-do, a retail store that specializes in japanese imports, opened in 1945 and has continuously
occupied the present-day building since its ... years of age and not of exceptional importance; therefore not
eligible for the national register at the ... japan ranks 30th in the world - the mori memorial foundation
- japan ranks 30th in the world in terms of the number of foreign visitors, with a total that is just 1/9 spain the
number of visitors to france, by far the top ranked country(2010). the number of foreign visitors to tokyo is less
than the number of visitors to other major cities in asia - hong kong, singapore, shanghai, and seoul (2010).
between modernism and japonism: the mousmé and the ... - between modernism and japonism: the
mousmé and the cultural mobility of musical comedy. edwardian musical comedy had been sidelined in music
and theatre histories due to its conservative design and frivolous narratives, but it is now being critically
jonathan m. hall assistant professor of media studies ... - film archives 2007 tokyo congress tokyo:
national museum of modern art national film centre, 2011. translation from japanese. mizoguchi akiko, “felix
gonzalez-torres,” kasahara michiko, ed, love’s body: art in the age of aids (tokyo: tokyo metropolitan museum
of photography, 2010) 143-145, 178-179. mark w. driscoll updated august 20, 2011 - “japanese media in
an age of globalization.” lecture at the american university in beirut, march 19, 2005. ... reading literary
modernism between metropolitan tokyo and japan‟s colonial periphery in the 1910s.” lecture at university of
zurich, center for japanese studies, october 19, 1998. yamaguchi takeo (1902-1983) was born in seoul
korea. he ... - yamaguchi takeo (1902-1983) was born in seoul korea. he moved to tokyo in 1921 at the age
of 19 and began studying painting under okada saburosuke (1869-1939). the following year he was accepted
into the increasingly popular department of western painting at the tokyo art academy. his course of tatsuo
kawaguchi copperplate prints from 1963 - university of fine arts and music / museum of contemporary
art, tokyo. “traces:ody and idea in ontemporary art," the national museum of modern art, kyoto / the national
museum of modern art, tokyo.; "group "i"," hyogo prefectural museum of art. 2005 "age of tokyo metropolitan
art gallery:1926-1970," museum of contemporary art, tokyo. kim yong-ik solo exhibition endless drawing
- principles of modernism. he has consistently tried to upend the viewer’s expectations, undermining
predominant typologies of art and their resultant cultural and economic hierarchies. the basis of this critique is
kim’s argument that artwork should be allowed to change in a process he terms “eco-anarchism,”
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